Marlins Scuba
Available only to
Open Water Diver
Students

OWD Student Special
Dive safety through education.

www.marlinscuba.com

A lot of people just learning to dive , have no idea what to buy as far as Mask , Fins and Snorkel.
There fore throwing themselves at the mercy of the Scuba Shops in hopes they purchase the right
equipment. Here at Marlins , our Instructors have put together a package of excellent quality gear
to suit your needs for years to come and at the guaranteed best price available .
113 Aspen

Choose any one of three masks .
One is sure to fit and provide the seal
you need. Go to web site for more
masks with a surcharge

103 Spider eyes

Must be Registered
in Program
All items are regular
stock items. Occasionally we run low and
need 2 weeks to order
more. Should we not
have your item for class?
We will provide you
with a loaner until yours
arrives.

138 Xterra

Choose one of three snorkels.
All are semi dry snorkels with purge
valves.
315 Jetta or the 368 Aero Fins Open heel fins with
quick release and adjustable buckles. Tapered foot pocket
offers a soft and comfortable fit. Extremely light weight
making them the fin of choice for traveling.
Sizes - S/M, M/L, L/XL

This one folds for travel

523 Mesh Bag
Dive Flag design heavy
mesh back pack bag. 30
x16 inches

5 Foot Weight belt
with stainless steel
buckle

Includes
6 lbs of
lead.

Plus Tax

Marlins Scuba
2127 Country Club Drive
Burlington, ON.
L7M 4A6

NOTE; Booties

Complete
learning package
at the lowest
guaranteed
prices.

$195

Are not included in this package
and are optional. The multitude
of sizes, types and prices make
them difficult to include in any
package. So they are sold
separately.

Phone: 905 870-3695
Fax: 905 319-0179
E-mail: argylldm@hotmail.com

